You need to get out more!
Opportunities to serve abroad
Mission awareness visit Feb 2008
GAP placements
Summer Youth Team
Mission Direct Trips
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In this issue:-

Fund raising ideas
What do we do?
Travels

Travelling around Cambodia
(see page 4)

Want to stir up passion for Cambodia?
Find out what it’s like to live and work there?
See what God is doing through SAO Cambodia?
Nothing beats visiting the country.
Contact the office for more information.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

SAO Cambodia is an evangelical inter-denominational mission and
development agency, founded in 1973 by Major Taing Chhirc of
the Cambodian Evangelical Church. The Object is to promote the
Christian faith and relieve poverty and distress among the peoples
of Southeast Asia. Work is now solely amongst Cambodians.
SAO Cambodia is a member of International Co-operation
Cambodia (ICC), Global Connections, the Evangelical Fellowship of
Cambodia (EFC) and British NGO's for Development (BOND).
VISION for Cambodia: Winter, Spring, Summer and Autumn. News
for Praise and Prayer is issued with VISION magazine

DONATIONS

We rely on God to meet our needs through gifts from Churches,
individual supporters and funding agencies and events. All
donations are acknowledged unless otherwise requested. General
gifts may be allocated to the greatest need, although donors can
indicate a preference. Funds given for a specific appeal will be used
for that purpose.
We invite individual donors who pay UK tax to complete a Gift
Aid Declaration Form (obtainable from the Bawtry Office). This will
enable us to claim back from the Inland Revenue tax already paid
(currently 28% of the gift). Cheques should be made payable to
“SAO Cambodia” and sent to the Bawtry Office.

BANKERS

National Westminster Bank Plc, 23, Market Place,
Bawtry, Doncaster, DN10 6JL, UK.
Current A/c: 69404054; Sort Code: 60-02-50
A/c name: SAO Cambodia

This magazine’s editorial is replaced by a word from
the SAO Chairman.
In an ideal world…..

Dear Friends,
During my recent visit to Cambodia I had the privilege of
visiting the Laak village commune in Rattanakiri where
our projects are encouraging reading and numeracy skills
amongst the Krung minority who live there. After an
enjoyable communal meal with members of the village
community we sat in on a numeracy class for some of the
younger members ranging in age from thirteen to twenty
three. The rough hewn benches and desks furnished a very
simple classroom but their enthusiasm for long division
was amazing. During a break in the lesson a colleague also
visiting asked two of the class what they wanted to do when
they grew up. Somewhat confused by the question the boy
replied that he wanted to be a farmer and the girl that she
wanted to get married as had been the pattern of life in their
village for hundreds if not thousands of years.
However, their way of life will not remain unchallenged.
The authorities are pressurising them to settle, threatening
to force a change in their nomadic lifestyle which they
are powerless to prevent. At the same time unscrupulous
businessmen are acquiring their traditional land through
exploitative deals. The work of the dedicated ICC team in
Rattanakiri is seeking to empower the community as they try
to adapt to these difficult changes.
As we stepped outside of the dimly lit classroom into the
blackness of the forest night, our eyes slowly adapted to
the majesty of the night sky in which the white band of
the Milky Way was clearly visible. I was reminded once
more that two thousand years ago a new “Star” appeared
who brought hope to a fatally flawed human race. Today’s
evidence is that humanity has not changed but thankfully
neither has God’s solution.
An ideal world? No, far from it! But in Jesus, God reveals
himself to us. All those who place their hope in Him find
Life.

AUDITORS

Ian Pickup & Co, 123 New Road side, Horsforth, LEEDS LS18 4QD
SAO Cambodia, Bawtry Hall,
Bawtry, Doncaster, DN10 6JH
Tel: 01302-714004; Email: admin@saocambodia.org
Web site: www.saocambodia.org

SAO Cambodia is working in partnership in Cambodia with six
other Missions and through International Co-operation Cambodia
(ICC)
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David Adams
Chairman SAO Cambodia Trustees

Front Cover Main Photo: Krung lady in Ratanakiri, courtesy Geoff Collett

Deth (HOSEA Project Advisor) and
Graham (PFC Advisor) Symons

Glynn (ICC Finance Manager) and
Tory (Home School) Barrow

Geoff Collett (SAO Executive Director,
Personnel Officer and ICC Board Chairman)

Ivor Greer (SAO Operations Director)

Elaine Richmond
(SAO Finance Manager)

Sarah Johnston
(SAO Youth and Publicity Officer)

Thanks for all your support and
prayers over the past year

Wishing You all a Happy Christmas
from the SAO Cambodia team

Jez & Jacqui Heasman (home on
maternity leave)

... and all the children, Daniel, Luke,
Bee, Georgie, Harry, Ella, Lena, Matthew,
Hannah, Eden and Alfie.
... and our affiliates, Dave and Laura
Vann, Pam Lucas, Katherine Hodson,
Dave Thompson, Marie Hill, Nigel and
Milet Goddard.

Pola (Construction manager) and Sarah
(SKY Project Director) Chhin

Mark and Jane Prothero (HOPE
School management and teachers )

Hery (ICC Associate Director) and Susie
(Childrens and language worker) Heryanto

Please Pray

Some of you will remember Buntheep, one of the two
youngest girls on the CCAM school dance tour last
year. Sadly she recently began to suffer headaches
and quickly lost her sight. The school was able to get her an MRI scan and to
see doctors who diagnosed a rapidly growing pituitary tumour. As this needed
immediate treatment in a hospital equipped to deal with the complex surgery, with
much prayer and emailing around the world, funds were raised to fly Buntheep and
Gioia (the School Principal), to a hospital in the US who have offered to treat her
for free. Following exploratory surgery she has miraculously recovered some sight.
She was very poorly having suffered a major haemorrhage during the operation.
Please pray that this young girl will survive further surgery to remove the tumour
and God will restore her sight and her health completely. We thank God for what
He has enabled us to do so far in helping just one of Cambodia’s precious children.
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Cambodia received a number
of visitors from the UK this
November. They included
Geoff Collett and David Adams
attending the ICC Board
meetings and the ICC retreat
as well as the Darmanin
family and Christina Leadley.
Andrew and Wendy Darmanin with their
two children Joy and Grace, came all the
way from Weymouth, to lead the children’s
programme, helped by Christina Leadley.
The kingdom of Cambodia has been for us an amazing experience
and we are and feel very privileged to have been able to make this
visit.
We were surprised at how flat the country is and looking out across
the countryside it looks drawn with simple lines and has great
beauty because of it.
The temperature and humidity surprised us and to know that this
was considered cool made us wonder how do those new to the
county cope on their first year!
We were honoured to meet fantastic people, passionate about
making a difference in ways that amazed us. It was great to hear
a family’s joy at being able to have a deep hot bath. Life can
be lonely and children can be scared. Sometimes tough family
discussions may need to be made and if we can help their children
to develop their ability to hear God’s heart then they can be active
and helpful in this process with their parents.
So our goal, when working with the children at the retreat, was to
resource them with the ability to hear and record God’s heart for
them and for others around them.
How easy is it to hear God’s heart? We used this exercise with the
children. Close your eyes, imagine a house, then imagine looking
at the house front door and ask yourself what colour is that door
etc. This is to show them that God can use our imagination to help
us understand his.
One session we had 80% of the children telling us that God had
given them similar word or words to be given to the adults next
door to encourage them. We passed these on to the retreat leaders
who told us that it was exactly the theme that they where talking
about. While this may be new to some, the fruit suggests that
unless we become like little children we cannot enter the kingdom
of God. Matthew 18:3, so let’s keep it simple, fun and real!
For this great opportunity we would like to say to SAO Cambodia
and the ICC community, thank you.
Andrew Darmanin
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5. Everyone
flys home
from Siem
Reap apart
from Geoff
who travels
by bus
back to
Phnom Penh
for more
meetings
before flying.

4. Geoff
and Dave
fly to
Siem
Reap
on the
MAF plane, no room for luggage which goes by road
arriving two days later!
3. Geoff chairs the ICC
Board meetings while David
takes notes and observes.
They both visit the homes of
the minority groups that the
RIDE project works with.

Over half of the expat ICC team went to the Retreat at Siem Reap led by
old friends Simon and Rinda Tan. The subject was Unity in Christ.

The ICC retreat

was held in Siem Reap
for the first time. It
was a great opportunity
for the widely dispersed
ICC expats to get to
know each other and to
spend time listening to
God.
We had a cultural
evening in which each
of the 15 nationalities
were supposed to share
something of their
cultural heritage, or
perhaps a humorous
take on their cultural
stereotype. The
British contingent
demonstrated British
reserve by being too
inhibited to contribute!
(Although the British
children did us proud).

The ICC Board members and ICC Executive Team

Google

1. Geoff,
David,
Christina and
the Darmanin
family fly in to
Phnom Penh.
Geoff and
David’s luggage
comes on a later
flight!

2. Geoff and
David fly
to Banlung
on the MAF
plane while
Christina and
the Darmanin
family travel
overland to
Siem Reap.

Please pray for the

ICC interim executive
team, leading the work
in Cambodia when the
current Director leaves
in January. Pray that we
soon recruit a full time,
replacement Executive
Director.
ICC is a partnership of
seven missions within
which SAO Cambodia
works.

Travels by Plane, Bus and Car
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The Changing Phnom Penh Skyline

The skyline of Phnom Penh is changing rapidly. This view looking towards the river from the roof of the Goldiana hotel in the centre of the city shows that the old classical and ex-french colonial achitecture is
now being swamped by high rise tower blocks. The familiar landmarks are slowly dissapearing, the Independence monument, the Cambodiana hotel and Wat Langkha can just be glimpsed to the right of the scaffold
covered block. From a high vantage point the city used to look almost completely green as the trees along the boulevards were the tallest things. Now here is talk of a tower block in excess of forty stories being built!
The city limits have been increased and apartment blocks and factories are springing up at a furious rate in ‘New Phnom Penh’. All this development indicates the investment that is now going on in Cambodia, a
country with a cheap labour force and a troubled legal system. A rapidly developing wealthy middle class has done little to change the lives of the urban and rural poor, in a situation reminiscent of the early ‘70s.

What does SAO Cambodia actually do?
ICC - Oral Health
This project provides capacity building training
courses on orthodontics and donates dental
equipment and materials to the University of
Health Sciences, Faculty of Odontostomatology.
ICC (originally through World Concern) started
this project in 1991. Expatriate dental lecturers,
dental materials, and dental equipment have
been provided to upgrade the facility of the
faculty. A library has also been started and
functioning. A component of this project was
the English Language Program, which ICC
will turn over to the dental faculty management
committee within 2007.
Indicative Activities for 2008:
Provision of post graduate orthodontic
courses for dental students. Assumption
of responsibility by orthodontic faculty for
these courses starting 2008. Replacement
of ICC advisor. Dental faculty management
committee assumes
full responsibility
for planning and
implementing
English Language
program.
Project Budget
2008: $10,000
Supported by the
Paul Smith fund,
SAO Cambodia and
the donations of the
visiting British Orthodontists.

ICC - HOSEA (Helping orphanages through support, education and advice)
This project aims at improving the quality of life of children in and associated with alternative
child-care by understanding the needs of the children; supporting & equipping their caregivers to
provide high quality care; and influencing the policy environment. A sub-project under HOSEA is
Ragamuffin that provides Training in Creative Arts Therapies for people
working directly in the ‘caring professions’.
Indicative Activities for 2008:
Conduct of research to determine preferred exit strategy. Close
collaboration with Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth
Rehabilitation on minimum standards and regulatory framework for
orphans. Continuation of inputs to the Cambodia advisory committee
for alternative care for orphans. Conducting parenting skills courses
and courses on training how to care for disabled children. Distribution
and dissemination of health and hygiene resources; and publication of
related child care books.
Project Budget 2008: US$180,466 funded mainly by Swedish International Development
Agency and also by SAO Cambodia.

We implement projects in Cambodia through the International
Cooperation Cambodia partnership. ICC is Christian organisation
registered as a relief and development Agency and works with the poor
and marginalised in many areas of the country. SAO Cambodia’s
main contribution is through the Christian staff we provide.
Our objective is to promote the Christian faith and relieve
poverty and distress amongst the people of Cambodia. All the
projects are conducted in a way which maximises the spiritual
impact of the work in a culturally sensitive manner, sharing the
love of God as we work. ‘The Spirit of the Lord is on me,
because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor.’

Promoting the
Christian faith and
relieving poverty
and distress
amongst the
Cambodian people

ICC - SPPA (Skills Promotion for Poverty Alleviation)
This project aims to provide training and capacity building on income
generation activities for targeted groups and communities. It has a strong
partnership arrangement with churches and other NGOs. Its outreach
includes provinces outside Phnom Penh, including Kandal, Kampong Speu,
Svay Rieng, Pursat, Kampong Cham, Takeo, and Kampong Thom.
Indicative activities for 2008:
Maintenance of work relationships with four to five partner
organizations and ensuring at least one staff member of partner organization
is allocated to SPPA. Writing up of a simple, integrated lesson plan on
micro-enterprise in Khmer developed. Conduct of income generation
training throughout the year. Development of staff who will demonstrate mastery of knowledge on micro enterprise
development. Involvement of at least five core groups at village level in micro enterprise development, using
participatory approaches. Identification of at least one marketable product per functioning core group. Fostering of
participatory evaluation practices in core group and partner organizations.

ICC - ACTS (Assisting Children to School)
This project aims to provide unschooled children
access to the public school system and the opportunity
to regularly attend pre-school, primary and secondary
school. The project started in mid 2006.
Indicative Activities for 2008:
Implementation of income generation activities
among target families with careful follow-up
and active support from ACTS staff; cooperation
with other NGO’s, encouragement of and support
for parents; mid-term evaluation by an external
evaluator; new group of 160 children start preschool; every day monitoring by ACTS teachers
and local church members; promotion of children
to next level
upon completion
of present level.
Project Budget
2008: US$95,000
supported mainly
by TEAR Fund
and the Finnish
Evangelical
Lutheran Mission

Project Budget 2008: US$52,311 Supported by Danida, Danmission and TEAR Fund Australia
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ICC - Ratanakiri
This project is engaged in language development,
non-formal education and literacy, health promotion,
and agricultural interventions among four ethnic
minority communities in 20 villages, in 2 districts of
Ratanakiri Province.
Indicative Activities for 2008:
Training in nutrition and home gardening for
targeted villages. Follow up activities in targeted
villages in the form of TBA (traditional birth
attendant) case conferencing and regular feedback
and support meetings, with the help of health
centre midwives and as agreed with Healthnet, the
government contracted service provider.
Development of IEC (information, education,
communication) materials, e.g., a book for TBAs,
Hygiene promotion related to water and sanitation
through house to house visits, puppet shows, and
village meetings. Target will include existing 22
of ICC’s villages plus seven new villages. Further
development of relevant IEC material in support
of water and sanitation efforts. Teaching of
villagers by ICC staff on making portable slow
sand water filters.
Supporting
villagers in the
construction of
latrines in all 22
villages.
Project
Budget 2008:
US$356,648
Supported by
Interact and Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission

ICC - SKY
(a Khmer acronym essentially meaning ‘Building up
the Lives of Young Adult Orphans’) -- This project
recognizes that residential alternative child-care
facilities in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, have a low
capacity to prepare young adult orphans (YAO) for
an independent life outside the facility. The pilot
year of Project SKY will determine the situation
and needs of YAO preparing to leave residential
alternative child-care facilities in Phnom Penh,
while building relationships with potential partners.
Various research methods will be used, including
workshops and interviews.
Indicative Activities for 2008:
The year 2008 is the research phase, in preparation
for full blown project implementation to assist
young adult orphans.

Indicative Activities for 2008
Conduct of activities to preserve Bunong
culture, e.g. Bunong CD made available;
education activities such as teacher training;
primer development and revisions; selection of
new villages for literacy classes; production of
literacy materials e.g. writers’ workshops, Bunong
dictionary, etc. staff professional development.
Project Budget 2008: US$122,861 Supported by
TEAR Fund and FELM

Networking with others offering other types of
vocational training and scholarships.
Meetings with Christians, Buddhist leaders, officials
from the Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and
Youth Rehabilitation.
Project Budget 2008: US$80,400 Supported by
Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission

TWO MORE PILOT
PROGRAMMES

Indicative Activities for 2008:
Relationship building, participatory learning activities, culture and attitude change workshops, formulation of
village development programs.
ICC - SMILES (Single Mums Improving their Livelihood and Economic Situation)
This project aims to identify and test-run how to help single mothers to improve their livelihood and economic
situation so they can provide for themselves and their children. Pilot self-support groups will be created, and
each woman will get a vocational trainee-job (in local businesses). After end training the SMILES pilot-project
will help the women to plan and set-up micro businesses or find paid jobs.

ICC needs a new Executive Director by mid
2007. Do you have (or know anyone who does)
the skills to lead a multinational team in a godly
way, relating to Government and other agencies?
We need an Administrator to help in the
Phnom Penh office on a short term basis. Do
you want to experience Mission life and help
serve God by helping in this way?
We also need a Financial advisor on a longer
term basis, do you have a year or two to devote
to serving the people of Cambodia and the
necessary skills to give financial advice to our
office?

Contact Geoff Collett. tel:01480 395726

Organisation of 15 interactive workshops for Young
Adult Orphans.
Identification of work placement opportunities.

Opportunities to help

People with teaching skills are also needed Are
you a qualified Teacher and wanting to take a
career break to find out what teaching is like in
a totally different environment?

Identification of residential, alternative child-care
facilities in Phnom Penh. Survey and meeting with
directors of all facilities willing to participate.

ICC - Preah Sdach Pilot Project
This is a pilot project that aims to contribute to poverty alleviation in selected
villages in Preah Sdach district, Prey Veng province through strengthening the
capacity for collective action and by empowering villagers and church members
to be involved in planning for development.

2005
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ICC Mondulkiri
This project engages in language development,
non-formal education and literacy, food security
and capacity building among an ethnic community
in Mondulkiri Province

Fund Raising Ideas

Over the next few issues of vision we are going to be giving
you some fundraising ideas, that we hope will inspire and
challenge you. For most of the ideas in this issue you don’t
even have to leave the comfort of your own home!

Coffee morning– What better way to warm up a winter weekend than to host a coffee morning.
We can provide you with templates for posters, invites, press releases, and recipe suggestions.
Birthday/Anniversary Donations – Are you having a special day but
your difficult to buy for? Why not ask for donations instead of gifts? Two
of our supporters, John and Kath recently celebrated their silver wedding
anniversary, and raised over £800.
Church/ House Group lunch – How about inviting friends over for Sunday lunch, and asking
guests to make a donation for the meal?

...and if you do want to leave the comfort of your own home, we have five
places at the Edinburgh marathon (May 25th 2008)
We have five places at the charity marathon run in Edinburgh. Do you want to join Ivor
Greer in running for SAO Cambodia? One of the places can be run by a relay team if you
aren’t up for the full distance (their website
says its a special easy course to allow personal best times!!).
Contact Sarah on 01302 714004 or
s.johnston@saocambodia.org for details of
how to apply. Time to start your training,
don’t wait until after Christmas!

Get online at

www.saocambodia.org

and click on the
‘resources for
everybody’ option
on the main menu
to download our
resources.
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Dave lives on a Khmer wage

On the last day of the SAO Youth
Team mission in July, I was offered
a post at Hope International School
in Phnom Penh.

charge minimal fees, enabling as
many people as possible to access
the service.

foreign in July are now
commonplace and even homely.
I’ve been out of country twice (to
Thailand and Vietnam) since being
here and both times arriving back
in Phnom Penh came like a sigh of
relief!

It has been a challenge to teach in
this environment! Coming from
a school in inner city Glasgow,
Living and eating among the Khmer
I wasn’t used to cooperative,
people has been enlightening
enthusiastic pupils who were more
and enjoyable. For a brief time I
eager to learn than they were to
experimented living on a Khmer
You may already know something
start a fight with their
wage and had a crash course
of Hope School since Mark and
teacher! The kids here are
finding the cheapest places
Tired and in
Jane Prothero (fellow SAOers) are
really fantastic, and since
to eat! After a week I was
heavily involved and have been
hungry tired and hungry and even the
I’ve overcome my shock
for some time. Hope is a Christian
at their good behaviour,
smallest thing like running out
school, serving mostly missionary
I’ve enjoyed working here
of soap powder to wash clothes
families - making it possible for
immensely. It’s a happy, positive
was a disaster for my budget.
them to stay together in country
place where the love of Christ
The work of NGOs and missions
while providing an international
is displayed daily. In a school of
seeking to improve the quality of
standard of education. The school
150 pupils there are 22 different
life and employment opportunities
is staffed by volunteers receiving
nationalities - an interesting
in this country is valuable and
a subsistence allowance and can
challenge to any teacher! I’m also
necessary. Pray for them and
teaching a good mix
support them.
of subjects - maths,
science, IT, music
Shortly after arriving, I took time
and swimming.
out of a lesson to go around my
Enough to keep me
class and ask what each pupil’s
on my toes!
parents were doing in Cambodia.
The range was astounding. Food
Being here on my
projects, church planting, water
own has been a very
treatment, health education, IT and
different experience
other skills training, legal aid etc.
to being with the
I feel very privileged to be part of
Youth Team. I’ve
the support network underpinning
enjoyed learning more missionary service in this needy
of the culture and the place. Thank you for your prayers.
language and things
I’ve only a short time left here, but
Dave Thompson and Serena Vickers (a British volunteer with Jubilee Family
that seemed very
pray that I make the most of it!
Church) after their slap up meal courtesy of SAO to build up Dave’s strength!
Dave Thomson
I guess it’s an advertisement for the
Youth Team that I wanted to stay in
country for longer and accepted the
job offer without much hesitation!

Cambodia news update
The item featuring most in the
news at present is the arrest by
the UN assisted tribunal of the
surviving leaders of the Khmer
Rouge regime this month.

Deuch, who proclaims a Christian
faith, has been imprisoned awaiting
trial since 1999. Nuon Chea,
Brother Number 2 and the Khmer
Rouge political leader, was arrested

next. He
was quickly
followed by
Ieng Sary,
Khmer Rouge Foreign Minister,
and his wife, who was the Minister
for Social Affairs (and whose sister
was Pol Pot’s first wife). They
were arrested in mid November.
Finally Khieu Samphan, the former
Khmer Rouge Head of State, was
arrested in Phnom Penh, where he
had gone to receive treatment for a

stroke and high blood pressure.
Some of these people were given
immunity from prosecution by the
current Prime Minister, Hun Sen,
when they surrendered. However
the tribunal deems these not to
apply and will not honour them.
Khieu Samphan has recently
published a book claiming that
Pol Pot was a patriot and none of
the senior leaders were aware of
the atrocities.

Helping in HOSEA
Lynne Barnett, a health
advisor from Doncaster,
has been regularly running
workshops for HOSEA
regularly. She reflects on
this year’s visit.
As I reflect on my latest visit to
Cambodia in October/ November
2007, I recall God’s grace and
guiding hand throughout all of
the experiences I encountered. I
have had the opportunity to meet
up with the same group of trainers
each time I travel to Cambodia
and what a joy to see them
growing in confidence and skills.
Previously, as recommended,
a Khmer artist adapted the
educational resources that I took
to Phnom Penh, making them
more culturally appropriate
for use with young people in
Cambodia. The resources in
question are useful as visual
aids in training sessions
when exploring issues about
relationships, stereotyping,
assumptions, discrimination
and health. Each participant is
encouraged to be interactive and
have fun whilst learning. So in
our sessions laughter was free
flowing, although sometimes five
minutes apart due to the delay
working through an interpreter!

I facilitated the
initial delivery of the
workshop, but quickly
handed over to two
very able Khmer
participants within the
group, who repeated
the process with their
own personal touch.
This was indeed
a ‘heart warming’
experience, as they
demonstrated clear
Lynne and a group of child care workers learning about stereotypes
by the message on the grapevine.
understanding of the concept.
What a pleasure to see the sea of
Only a small degree of tweaking
faces that welcomed me on each
was required to avoid positive
occasion, if not a little daunting
discrimination being an issue.
at times! The venues varied
‘God the builder’ was clearly at
from the monks’ pagodas, under
work!’ Since my first visit in
trees (with the ever keen red ants
2004, I can see progress every
and mosquito’s ‘gate crashing’),
time I return. Questions become
a project house and in the ICC
more detailed and a real thirst for
building.
knowledge is developing.
I met a lot of new people
during various training sessions
I delivered within the capital
city and villages. It was an
enlightening experience, learning
a lot about the Khmer culture with
every interaction I had with the
teenagers, prostitutes/rent boys,
street-children, foster carers,
orphanage carers and various
organisations. Participants were
invited to the training events, but
inevitably the numbers multiplied

A personally significant occasion
occurred just prior to my
departure. I had prayed that one
of the HOSEA team, Dara, would
become a new father whilst I was
in the country. Last year I had
been to his wedding reception.
His wife was due to deliver 10th
November. Praise God for the
safe arrival of Noun, a son, on my
last full day, 8th November 2007.
May God bless the ‘new’ family.
Lynne Barnett (Aunty Lynne)

SAO Conference 2008

We will be holding a weekend conference
in the beautiful surroundings of Bawtry
Hall, Doncaster, running from the evening
of Friday 25th to Sunday 27th of April, 2008.

It will be an opportunity to meet with other members of the extended SAO family.
Among those joining us will be Jez and Jaqui Heasman, on home leave,
Dave and Laura Vann, and Linda Chisholm of Prison Fellowship.
Conference costs £110, or £98 for all early bookings (before the end of
February). To book or reserve your place please complete the booking form
on the address sheet. We look forward to seeing you there!
Do you remember Jonathan and Sokhon’s Khmer recipes in 2005?
Please see the booking information on the address sheet and on the website www.saocambodia.org
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